
True Outdoor Refrigeration





At True, we know that outdoor living is not just a trend but a change 
in lifestyle for homeowners. Transform your outdoor space into a 
peaceful oasis or an entertainment haven. 

We are committed to designing our products around a “point of use” 
philosophy, stating that the places where food and drink are used 
are the places where food and drink should be stored. The outdoors 
should be no different. 

Here at True, we take pride in knowing our products perform just as 
well outdoors, in any climate, as they do indoors. The same design, 
reliability and performance that is found indoors can transform your 
outdoor space, from Palm Desert to Cape Cod. 

Our products can be incorporated into a design that encompasses a 
space, and lifestyle, that is truly yours. 

We design beautiful refrigerators 
that guarantee the same consistent 
performance found in the kitchen to 
the outdoors. 
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Keep guests refreshed by storing drinks 
in the 24" Beverage Center. 

Beverages are guaranteed to be icy cold 
even on the hottest of summer days.
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TBC-24-R-SG-B

BEVERAGE CENTER

With True’s exclusive balanced refrigeration system, 
temperatures can be set as low as 33 degrees, keeping 
drinks icy cold on a hot summer day.  

Our TrueFlex® shelving system, designed with flexibility 
in mind, allows for quick convertibility from a beverage 
center to wine cabinet. With storage for 13 wine bottles and 
147 cans, the True Beverage center is the perfect size for 
storing all the beverages needed for the summer’s largest 
gatherings. Two adjustable and removable stainless steel 
encapsulated glass shelves adorn each unit. 
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Keep food and drinks fresh, 
cold, and easily accessible by 
the grill with True Undercounter 
Refrigerators. 
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UNDERCOUNTER 
REFRIGERATOR 

With the only glass door in the industry that is 

UL-rated for outdoor use, our undercounter 

refrigerator creates a seamless combination of 

style and performance.

TUR-15-R-SG-B TUR-15-R-SS-B

The True Residential Undercounter Refrigerator 

gives you complete cooling flexibility wherever 

you need it. Whether by the grill or at the 

swim up bar, it is the perfect combination of 

performance and design. Available in 15-inch or 

24-inch glass door stainless or stainless solid, our 

units provide ample food and drink storage for 

the largest summer gatherings. 
TUR-24-R-SS-B TUR-24-R-SG-B
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WINE 
CABINET 

TWC-15-L-SG-B

Keep your favorite wines chilled 
table-side for your summer 
dinner party.

True’s Wine Cabinets are designed 
to preserve your best bottles. 
Our dual zone system provides 
independent climate zones for 
precise control, ensuring your 
favorite bottles are always stored at 
the perfect temperature. Our glass 
is Low-E, double pane, and UV 
tinted to provide protection from 
the sun, temperature fluctuations, 
humidity, and vibrations. Available 
in 15-inch or 24-inch single or dual 
zone, there is a True wine cabinet 
for your outdoor space. 

TWC-24DZ-L-SG-B TWC-24-L-SG-B
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We have brought mise en place to the 
outdoors with the True 24" Refrigerator 
Drawers. There is no better place to store 
barbecue essentials than right next to 
the grill. Our refrigerator drawers were 
designed with organization and storage in 
mind with two heavy-duty bin dividers per 
drawer and 5.4 cubic feet of capacity. 

Create an 
independent burger 
bar or smoothie 
station. Our 
refrigerator drawers 
are  rated for both 
beverage and open 
food storage. 

TUR-24D-SS-B

REFRIGERATOR 
DRAWER
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The beer connoisseur takes 
entertainment at home to the next 
level by serving draft beers from the 
True Beverage Dispenser. 
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TUR-24DD-R-SS-B TUR-24BD-R-SS-B TUR-15BD-R-SS-B

BEVERAGE DISPENSER

The True Beverage Dispenser gives you the perfect serve. 

Ideal for the beer connoisseur and those who love to entertain, this 
draft beer dispenser uses our exclusive airflow technology, ensuring a 
consistently frosty, refreshing pour every use, while balanced, forced-
air refrigeration provides rapid product pull-down of your favorite tap 
brew. A single tap unit accommodates a 1/4 or 1/8 barrel and the dual 
tap unit accommodates two 1/8 barrels. The True Beverage Dispenser 
will serve you and your guests well every time.
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TUI-15-R-SS-B

CLEAR ICE 
MACHINE

Never drag another ice bag outside again.

The True Clear Ice Machine is the highest-
performing, most energy-efficient clear ice machine 
available to homeowners. Its 15-inch frame makes 
it a convenient addition to any outdoor kitchen. 
With the ability to produce up to 70 pounds of ice 
per day, entertain at ease knowing guests drinks will 
be chilled by our beautiful clear ice cubes. 
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Create the perfect outdoor bar 
with the True Clear Ice Machine, 
Undercounter Refrigerator and 
Beverage Dispenser. 
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TUF-24-R-SS-B

UNDERCOUNTER 
FREEZER

Store frozen foods where they are needed 
most - outdoors on a hot summer day. The True 
Undercounter Freezer is an ideal addition to any 
outdoor space. Temperatures can reach as low 
as -4 degrees even in the summer heat, ensuring 
that all of your perishables are kept frozen and 
fresh. Our 300-series stainless interior and exterior 
and TruLumina® Lighting system make the True 
Undercounter Freezer an outdoor essential. Also 
available in Stainless Steel Drawers.

Maximize outdoor frozen 
food storage with a 24-inch 
Undercounter Freezer. 
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EXCLUSIVE FEATURES OF TRUE’S 
OUTDOOR RATED PRODUCTS

Industry-exclusive, 300 
series stainless interior 

and exterior will not rust or 
corrode outdoors

Standard with lock  
(stainless steel models only)

All of our undercounter 
units are UL- rated for 
outdoor use

Zero-clearance hinging allows 
for integrated installation

Patented TruLumina® LED 
lighting gently illuminates 
your product and allows you 
to choose from 14 different 
color options with the push of 
a button

True Precision Control®  
Ensure that all of your food 
is perfectly preserved and 

protected
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AVAILABLE MODELS

UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATOR

SINGLE ZONE

WINE CABINET

DUAL ZONE
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AVAILABLE MODELS

BEVERAGE CENTER
UNDERCOUNTER 

REFRIGERATOR DRAWER UNDERCOUNTER FREEZER

BEVERAGE DISPENSER

SINGLE TAPDUAL TAP

CLEAR ICE MACHINE
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PLAN VIEWS & OPENING DIMENSIONS

14 7/8"

34 1/4"

16 1/4"

37 7/8"

34 1/4"

23 7/8"
25 3/4"

3 3/4"

4 1/8"

UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATOR / WINE CABINET / BEVERAGE CENTER 
15 INCH 

ROUGH
OPENING 
HEIGHT
 34½”

15" WIDTH 24" DEPTH 34½" HEIGHT

14 7/8"

34 1/4"

16 1/4"
11 1/2"

15 15/16"

10 19/32"
7 15/32"

7 5/16"

3 11/32"

2 27/32"

Water Line

Water Line

 Drain Line

 Drain
Line

Power 
Cord

 Power Cord

1 19/32"

38"

34 1/4"

24"
22 1/2"

3 5/8"

4 1/8"

9 7/32"

15 INCH
CLEAR ICE MACHINE

15" WIDTH 24" DEPTH 34½" HEIGHT
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PLAN VIEWS & OPENING DIMENSIONS

23 7/8"

34 1/4"

25 1/4"

46 7/8"

34 1/4"

23 7/8"

3 3/4"

4 1/8"

23 1/8"3/4"

24 INCH 
UNDERCOUNTER REFRIGERATOR / WINE CABINET / BEVERAGE CENTER / FREEZERS

ROUGH
OPENING 
HEIGHT
 34½”

24" WIDTH 24" DEPTH 34½" HEIGHT
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AC/RD • 9/17 • TP524

CONTACT US
www.true-residential.com

(636)240-2400 • toll free (888)616-8783

INDUSTRY’S BEST WARRANTY INDOORS AND OUT 

3 YEAR - FULL 
6 YEAR - SEALED SYSTEM- PARTS & LABOR 

12 YEAR - SEALED SYSTEM- PARTS 


